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Instructions for Free Standing Designs

Things you will need:

• Water Soluble stabilizer
• Wax paper
• At least a 6 inch hoop
• Fabric Glue
• Bobbins that match the top threads
• Rhinestone Crystals (furnished)

General instructions to create free-standing pieces:

 1. Hoop two pieces of water soluble stabilizer

 2. Embroider free-standing designs for each pillow and remove from hoop.

 3. Cut each design out of the stabilizer being careful not to cut the embroidery thread

 4. Trim loose threads on back and sides of the designs.

 5. Turn the faucet on low and wet the outside edges of each design.  (If you get them all wet it   
  won’t hurt them)

 6. Place them down on wax paper.

 7. When the water soluble starts to dissolve, take each piece and use a paper towel to squeeze or   
  pinch the edges to help remove the rest of the water soluble stabilizer.

 8. Place back on the wax paper to dry.

 9. The designs may want to curl so rotate and bend them as they are drying.  Example:  You can   
  curl some of the flower pedals up a little bit so they stand out more or want the flowers to stay   
  flat.

 10. Give them 24 hours to dry before handling.  If you want them flatter, place a piece of wax paper  
  over top of them and use a heavy object to way them down for 24 hours.
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970857A Pumpkin Pillow Accents – NFC4599-NFC4604

Follow general instructions above to create free-standing pieces

Embroider each free-standing design once (some contain multiple accents), except you will need to 
embroider NFC4601 and NFC4602 twice.

Adhere the two rust flowers (NFC4601) and the two blue flowers (NFC4602) together using fabric 
glue (position so the bottom petals show)

Place fabric glue to the middle of each flower and place rhinestones (we used a tweezer), as shown in 
the picture.

Using fabric glue, glue each free-standing piece to the pillow front, using the picture as a guide (refer 
to the picture in each color run pdf).  Press down with your finger so they will adhere to the fabric.  

Let dry and place the pillow form inside the pillow.

Rhinestones:  
Crystal – 6 qty. small (ss10); 2 qty. lrg (ss16)
Citrine-  6 qty. small (ss10); 2 qty. lrg (ss16)
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970857B Sleigh Pillow Accents – NFC4606, XM3118-XM3119

Follow general instructions above to create free-standing pieces

Embroider each free-standing design once (some contain multiple accents). 
Place fabric glue to the middle of flower (XM3118) and place rhinestone (we used a tweezer), as 
shown in the picture.
 
Using fabric glue, glue each free-standing piece to the pillow front, using the picture as a guide (refer 
to the picture in each color run pdf).  Press down with your finger so they will adhere to the fabric.

Let dry and place the pillow form inside the pillow.

Rhinestones:  
Citrine-  1 qty. lrg (ss16)
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970857C Water Can Accents – FL2218, FL2225, NFC4608-NFC4611

Follow general instructions above to create free-standing pieces

Embroider each free-standing design once (some contain multiple accents).

Adhere the NFC4608, the blue flower, to the top of the yellow flower using fabric glue (position so the 
bottom petals show)

Place fabric glue to the middle of blue flower (NFC4608) and all three pink flowers (NFC4609) and 
place rhinestones (we used a tweezer), as shown in the picture.

Using fabric glue, glue each free-standing piece to the pillow front, using the picture as a guide (refer 
to the picture in each color run pdf).  Press down with your finger so they will adhere to the fabric.  

Let dry and place the pillow form inside the pillow.

Rhinestones:  
Citrine- 9 qty. small (ss10); 2 qty. lrg (ss16)
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970857D Flower Pot Accents

Follow general instructions above to create free-standing pieces

Embroider each free-standing design once (some contain multiple accents-we only used one of 
FL2219), except embroider two of NFC4616 and NFC4617 (which you will adhere one on top of the 
other, using fabric glue, positioning so the bottom petals show).

Place fabric glue to the middle of each flower and glue on rhinestones, as shown in the picture.

Using fabric glue, glue each free-standing piece to the pillow front, using the picture as a guide (refer 
to the picture in each color run pdf).  Press down with your finger so they will adhere to the fabric.  

Let dry and place the pillow form inside the pillow.

Rhinestones:  
Crystal –3 qty. lrg (ss16)
Topaz- 12 qty. small (ss10); 2 qty. lrg (ss16)
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